92 protein coding genes with presumptively critical functions and numerous high copy elements raises 93 the questions as to whether repetitive elements themselves are truly junk targeted for elimination, 94 passive passengers that are simply being carried along for the ride, or perhaps functionally relevant 95 sequences that actively participate in the process of elimination.
96
In the present work, we focused on cytogenetically recognizable aspects of PGR in the sea 97 lamprey. 100 However, the complex morphology of germline metaphase spreads and the presence of numerous 101 small chromosomes have thus far prevented a precise description of the germline karyotype.
102 Moreover, it has remained unclear the degree to which differences in chromosome number arise 103 from wholescale loss of chromosomes vs. breakage and joining of remodeled segments.
104
To further characterize the content and distribution of germline-specific repetitive DNA in 105 the sea lamprey, we performed computational analyses to identify several candidate repetitive 106 elements that appeared to be highly enriched in germline and cytogenetic analyses to more 107 precisely define their locations within both the germline-specific chromosomes during meiosis and 108 within structured lagging chromatin that arises during the execution of PGR. These analyses provide 109 a means of individually identifying chromosomes that are targeted by PGR, provide strong evidence 110 that most (if not all) elimination events are achieved by the wholesale elimination of chromosomes, 111 and identify elements that mark specific subregions of elimination anaphases. Notably, these 112 repetitive elements include one highly-specific and abundant element (Germ2) that appears to mark 113 a persistent zone of interaction between lagging anaphase chromatids that spans their original 114 metaphase plane.
116 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
117 Comparative hybridization indicates the presence of germline-specific repeats
118
To assess whether eliminated chromatin was likely to be enriched with germline-specific 119 repeats, we performed comparative hybridization of repetitive DNAs (C 0 t2 fractions) from somatic 120 (liver) and germline (testes) genomic DNA within intact embryos [19, 35] . Hybridizations were carried 121 out on embryos that were actively undergoing elimination at the time of fixation (1.5-2 days post 122 fertilization: dpf). Fluorescence intensity was measured using unprocessed images of cells containing 123 micronuclei (Fig 1, A) and mean integrated fluorescence density of primary nuclei was used as 124 background fluorescence respective to micronuclei. Micronuclei were found to be highly enriched in 125 germline-derived repetitive DNA (p<0.0001, DF = 32) (Fig 1, B) . A similar enrichment was also observed 126 in the analysis of ~30 eliminating anaphases: Cy3-labeled germline repeats exhibited sufficiently 127 higher fluorescence intensity within lagging chromatin than FITC-labeled somatic repeats (Fig 1, C 128 and S1 File). In eliminated chromatin, somatically retained repeats were observed to hybridize 129 primarily with pericentromeric and peritelomeric regions forming dot-shaped signals and were largely 130 absent from the internal regions of lagging chromosomes that hybridize with germline repetitive DNA 131 (S1 File). This is interpreted as evidence that germline-specific and somatically-retained chromosomes 132 share a similar complement of pericentromeric repeats and, in conjunction with the observation that 133 the centromeres of eliminated chromosomes exhibit poleward motion during elimination anaphases, 134 indicates that both eliminated and retained centromeres retain a capacity to form functional 135 kinetochores.
136
Previous studies have shown that a majority of micronuclei in 1-3 dpf sea lamprey embryos 137 contain the germline-enriched repeat Germ1 [2] . In order to determine whether germline C 0 t2
138 hybridization patterns could be explained simply by the presence of Germ1, we co-hybridized a Germ1 139 specific probe with labeled C 0 t1 DNA to elimination anaphases (Fig 1, C) . Owing to its highly repetitive 140 nature, labeled C 0 t1 DNA hybridizes to centromeric sequences and a small subset of subtelomeric 141 repeats. These hybridizations reveal that Germ1 localizes to discreet regions within eliminated 142 chromosomes, primarily near the centromeric ends of these largely acrocentric chromosomes, with 143 the remaining portions of eliminated chromosomes being largely devoid of Germ1. Consistent with 144 these observations, Germ1 probes were also found to hybridize to a subset of micronuclei (68% in D2
145 embryos and 66% in D2.5 embryos), whereas germline C 0 t2 DNA (repeats) hybridized to all 146 micronuclei in D2 and D2.5 dpf embryos. These observations were taken as evidence that repetitive 147 elements in addition to Germ1 were likely to be enriched within germline-specific chromatin, present Table) .
165
All predicted high-copy elements with enrichment scores [log2(standardized sperm 166 coverage/blood coverage)] exceeding 5 and an estimated span exceeding 40 kb, when summed 167 across all copies, were extracted for downstream analysis (S2 Table) . Subsequent inspection of these 168 171 predicted elements revealed similarities among subgroups of repeats, and semi-automated 169 clustering revealed that these high-copy repeats could be grouped into 20 distinct clusters, i.e.
170 repeat families. The representatives of 6 clusters, with a combined span size of more than 500Kb, 171 were designated Germ2 -7 (Fig 2 and S2 Table) .
172
Examination of the sequences of Germ2 -7 and genomics scaffolds (PIZI00000000.1)
173 containing these repeats revealed that all of these high-copy germline-specific repeats occur as 174 tandem arrays. Each repetitive element appears to contain a short (13-57bp) somewhat conserved 175 core sequence (S3 Table) . Tandem arrays of these core sequences are frequently disrupted by small 176 insertions or deletions and, at larger scales, cassettes of tandem repeats are further duplicated as 177 inverted repeats.
178
Arbitrarily chosen representatives of each cluster were selected for primer design for PCR 179 validation. Amplicons generated from these primers yielded a continuous range of fragment sizes 180 (smear) as would be expected for primers designed within tandem repeats, and relative specificity 181 to the germline (S2 File). These same amplicons were used to generate probes (Germ2 -7) for 182 subsequent FISH analyses.
184 Defining the Chromosomal Localization of Germline-Restricted Repeats

185
The lamprey karyotype is characterized by a large number of small chromosomes, which 186 presents significant challenges in the identification and characterization of individual homologs.
187 Because repeats were predicted to be highly enriched in germline, we performed hybridizations 188 against meiotic metaphases (spermatogenesis metaphase I) in order to characterize the distribution 189 and location of these repetitive elements across lamprey chromosomes. Germline-specific 190 chromosomes were identified on the basis of hybridization to a previously described laser-capture 191 painting probe: LC [19] . Additionally, we used two probes, a telomere specific repeat (PNA probe)
192 and centromere markers (labeled C 0 t1 fraction of genomic DNA from somatic lineage) to aid
193 defining the bounds of individual chromosomes (S3 File). These hybridizations yielded counts of 84
194 somatically retained and 12 germline-specific chromosomes. In meiotic spreads the LC probe 195 hybridized with several entire chromosomes and a portion of one somatically-retained chromosome 196 that has been previously shown to hybridize to Germ1 in somatic metaphases (Fig 3) . In total, counts 197 of germline-specific (LC positive) and somatically retained chromosome yield a haploid number of 198 n=96 chromosomes in the lamprey germline, which is fewer than previously estimated n=99 [18,
199 34].
200
In an attempt to uniquely identify individual germline-specific chromosomes, our six new 201 computationally-predicted germline-specific repetitive elements (Germ2-7) and Germ1 were 202 hybridized to metaphase chromosomes in three successive rounds of hybridization, which allowed 203 us to localize all seven elements and the germline LC probe on the same set of meiotic metaphases.
204 We analyzed at least 40 meiotic metaphase spreads and found that all 6 of the predicted germline-205 specific repeats hybridized exclusively to chromosomes that were marked by the germline LC probe 206 (Fig 4) . These hybridization patterns allowed us to verify that these elements are restricted to 207 eliminated chromosomes and provided a means of individually identifying all 12 eliminated 208 chromosomes.
209
These hybridizations were used, in conjunction with reverse DAPI staining patterns, to 210 develop an idiogram for all germline-restricted chromosomes and a map of the locations of Germ1-7 211 repeats on each chromosome (Fig 5) . Remarkably, three repeats (Germ 1, 2, and 6) were found to 212 be present on each of the 12 eliminated chromosomes, albeit with distinct distributions. Germ1 is 213 present as dense signals that are located adjacent to the pericentromeric regions of all 12
214 eliminated chromosomes. This pattern contrasts with those of Germ2, which is typically located 215 closer to the telomere, and Germ6 which generally shows a more diffuse patterns across the length 216 of chromosomal arms. Unlike Germ1, the elements Germ2 and Germ6 do not cross hybridize with 217 somatic chromosomes. The other four germline-specific repeats vary more broadly in their 218 distributions across chromosomes and individual elements appear to be completely absent from 219 one or more chromosome (Fig 4) .
220
Over the course of examining metaphase spreads it was noted that germline-specific 221 chromosomes were generally clustered within meiotic spreads. Closer examination of these clusters 222 revealed that groups of germline-specific chromosomes frequently contacted one another near 223 their telomeres, forming structures reminiscent of meiotic chains (Fig 6) 
233 Chromosomal Localization of Germline-Restricted Repeats in Elimination Anaphases
234 In order to directly resolve the spatial organization of germline-specific repeats during elimination, 235 we performed 3D in situ hybridizations within fixed and PACT-cleared embryos (Fig 7) . As expected 236 from analyses of meiotic spreads, Germ2-7 signals were visible only in lagging (eliminated) 237 chromatin and were absent from retained somatic chromosomes (Fig 4 and 7) . Each of these 238 repeats marks a distinct subregion of eliminated chromatin that corresponds to its relative position 
244
Germ2 and Germ4 elements were found frequently localized to the midline of lagging 245 anaphases (Fig 7 A, B) suggesting the possibility that these repeats may mark a domain of 246 interaction between the telomeres or subtelomeric regions of several chromosomes that possess 247 dense Germ2 and Germ4 domains near their distal telomeres (Fig 5) . To examine whether stretched 248 lagging chromosomes retain intact telomeres on both arms, we carried out FISH using PNA (Peptide 249 Nucleic Acid) probes to the vertebrate telomere repeat consensus sequence. These hybridizations 250 reveal that stretched lagging chromatin possesses telomere signals on both ends, consistent with 251 the idea eliminated DNA is composed largely of entire germline-specific chromosomes (Fig 8 and S5 252 File). Moreover, it appears that poleward oriented (centromeric) signals are significantly larger and 
262
The identification germline-specific repetitive elements and localization of these elements to (Fig 9) .
274
These analyses highlight the highly regulated nature of PGR in lamprey and suggest an 275 essential role of germline specific repetitive elements in targeting large DNA segments 276 (chromosomes) for elimination. We anticipate that further analyses of these repeats and their 
340
These de novo assembled repeats were aligned to repetitive sequences generated from the 341 lamprey reference genome (PIZI00000000.1) by RepeatModeler [36] . Sequences aligning to 342 RepeatModeler repeats with >90% identity over 80% of their length were replaced by the 343 corresponding longer sequence. The previously-characterized Germ1 repeat was also added to the 344 set leading to the exclusion of 13 repeats that matched it with 99% identity.
345
An enrichment analysis was performed by separately aligning paired-end reads from sperm 346 (SRR5535435) and blood (SRR5535434) DNAseq datasets to the set of assembled reference repeats 347 using BWA MEM. The DifCover pipeline [52] was used to calculate enrichment scores and stage 2 of 348 the analysis pipeline was run with parameters that 1) prevent splitting sequences to intervals 349 shorter than 5Kb (v=5000); 2) report intervals of any length (l=0); 3) assure reliable minimal 350 coverage (a=b=10) by either sperm or blood reads; and 4) allow bases with depth of coverage as 351 high as the observed maximum of 11.8M (A=B=12M). A set of 118,634 intervals generated by
352 DifCover was filtered to identify 171 highly abundant and germline-specific sequences with 353 enrichment scores of more than 5 and estimated span size of more than 40 Kb (S1 and S2 Tables).
354
The estimated genomic span of these repeats was computed as [length of sequence*(sperm 355 coverage/modal sperm coverage], where modal sperm coverage = 73.
356
Clustering of 171 highly abundant and germline-specific sequences was performed using CD- 363 (blastn, -word_size 11, at least 80% of bases aligned) (S3 Table) . 398 excess of unlabeled C 0 t2 DNA used to suppress hybridization to somatic repeats. After denaturation, 399 each hybridization mixture was incubated at 37 o C for 30 min, then applied to chromosome spreads 400 that had been already denatured and dehydrogenized [55] . Probes that were co-hybridized with LC, 401 were denatured separately and pooled with the LC probe after suppressive incubation, but before 402 applying to the slides.
403
C 0 t2-CGH: Repetitive fractions of genomic DNA were isolated from testes and liver DNA that 404 were extracted from an adult male via phenol chloroform purification, as previously described [48] .
405 A total of 1.5 g testes C 0 t2 DNA was labeled with Cy3-dUTP (Enzo) by nick-translation in a final 406 volume of 50 l; the same amount of liver C 0 t2 was labeled with fluorescein-12-dUTP 407 (ThermoFisher). After labeling, probes were precipitated by adjusting the solution to 70% ethanol in 408 presence of 20 g single stranded sheared salmon sperm DNA (Sigma-Aldrich), followed by 409 centrifugation at 14,100 G. The resulting pellet was air dried and resuspended in 50 l of
